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Widespread Concern About Corporate Influence & Support For Its
Remedies
Our recent national polling and focus groups show economic issues like inflation are top of
mind, with reigning in corporate malfeasance seen as a top-tier remedy. Not only do voters want
elected officials to take on bad corporate actors, corporate accountability is a higher priority than
culture-war topics. Further, a variety of specific punitive policies receive strong majority support.
This issue set is an opportunity for Democrats already fighting for the middle class.
This memo reflects the findings of four focus groups conducted online and in-person April 7
(Wisconsin) and April 21 (Phoenix) with Black voters, white non-college women, white noncollege men, and Latino voters. Focus groups are directional and not statistically projectable.
The survey was conducted online with 1,000 likely 2022 voters using a panel, May 4-9, 2022.

Key Findings
•

Rising Costs and Corporate Influence Are Voters’ Top-Tier Concerns. Inflation, of
course, is voters’ top priority in our survey (as in most other public surveys), with 73%
naming it a “very serious problem.” However just below inflation is “a political system
corrupted by corporate influence” (60% very serious). Just behind health care (52% very
serious) is “the ability for large corporations to avoid accountability” (49% very serious).

•

Voters Across Party Lines Say Strong Policies Would Persuade. Voters find a long list
of over a dozen strong corporate accountability policies persuasive. In particular, cracking
down on price gouging, increasing prosecution and penalties, banning secret deals, and
closing loopholes are all top-tier. It’s worth noting, of course, this list was designed to
compare policies to
each other, rather than
simulate a campaign
back-and-forth
environment. That said,
there is hardly any
difference across party
lines in engagement on
these policies,
suggesting an
opportunity for either
party to define itself as
a champion on
corporate
accountability.
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•

Broad Spectrum of Public Wants Politicians to Better Regulate Large Corporations.
Not only is concern about corporate accountability top-tier, voters across key demographic
groups support stronger regulations on large corporations. Nearly all (83%) say corporations
have too much influence over our government, with only modest differences in intensity
between Democrats and Republicans (53% Democrats and 41% Republicans say “way too
much” influence). And half—including a plurality of Republicans—think corporations need
more regulation.
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Inflation Is A Top Frame For Discussing Corporate Greed. Given the salience of
inflation, it’s no surprise it is a top way to discuss corporate greed and accountability. In a
MaxDiff exercise—a series of forced-choice questions yielding a clear ranking—a message
centered on inflation (“Large corporations are raising prices and making record profits while
many Americans struggle to afford bills and daily costs.”) is the most compelling. Similarly,
from our list of policies, cracking down on price gouging is the most popular, particularly
when it includes an example of oil and gas company profits.

Focus
groups
participants
further
explain how
they connect
corporations
to increased
prices, using
the words
“greed” and
not “paying
their fair
share.”

•

Voters Rate Several Frames on Corporate Accountability Highly. Inflation is not the only
way voters connect to the issue of corporate accountability. As noted above, many worry
about the influence corporations have in politics today. Our MaxDiff exercise shows this
message (“Large corporations are influencing our government by paying for lobbyists and
electing candidates who will protect their own corporate profits.”) to resonate as strongly as
inflation. Other strong messages focus on fairness for the middle class—jobs being shipped
overseas, and CEOs making billions while others “struggle to afford the basics.”
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•

“
t re W r” Is Bottom-Tier. Arguably, there is more public debate about the importance
of “cancel culture” to the campaign climate than about corporate accountability. Yet our poll
shows “woke politics and cancel culture” to be a bottom-tier concern (37% very serious).
Even Republicans are more concerned about corporate corruption of our politics than about
cancel culture (60% and 54% “very serious” concern, respectively).

Conclusions
•
•
•

4

Inflation is top of mind, and voters are already connecting it to corporate accountability and
consolidation.
Many also lament corporate influence on our politics and are open to increased regulation.
Voters across party lines want politicians to support stronger corporate accountability.

